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By Dale L. Murray, IDSA
Dale Murray practiced product and exhibit design for 20 years before returning

to Cincinnati to teach industrial design. He is currently a PhD candidate 
at Erasmus University in Rotterdam’s program for cleaner products, cleaner
production, industrial ecology and sustainability. E-mail: dmurray7@one.net.

ADVENTURES IN
TEACHING SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCT DESIGN

T
hey come into the studio full of youthful enthusiasm and with a well-devel-

oped appreciation of environmental responsibility. Having grown up planting

trees on Earth Day, they sincerely believe that recycling is the right thing to

do. Many have been bitten by the design bug and are excited about the industrial design

profession. They are far enough

along in their development to

possess considerable skills 

and are all about designing the

next cool thing. 

Dave Domanski and Tommy Lucas responded to the pollution created by 
conventional gasoline powered mowers with this recumbent riding mower that
employs simple bicycle and push mower technology. It has the added bonus
of providing an aerobic workout while you mow the lawn.



As we begin reading about and discussing the 
serious environmental issues facing the world today,
it begins to dawn on them. Shocking and unpleasant
questions arise. Could it be possible that industrial
designers have played a significant role in creating this
mess we’re in? Do we manipulate fashion and style to
fuel the desire for the next new thing? Did we help
invent planned obsolescence? Do we promote unbri-
dled consumerism? Do we sell our services to move
more and more products off the shelves and then help
push those products into our overflowing landfills by
offering ever-present new and improved? Whoa! I’ve
never thought of it that way before…. 

This is where my job as a teacher gets tough. How
do I rescue enthusiasm for design from these troubling
questions?

This is one of the many challenges I have faced in
teaching studio courses focused on sustainable, or
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environmentally and socially responsible, product
design in the industrial design program at the University
of Cincinnati. Sustainable design represents a formidable
increase in the range of our responsibilities as designers
and offers real and difficult challenges to business as
usual. In each of the five courses discussed here, I var-
ied the lecture content, discussion topics and pedagogi-
cal approach as I experimented and learned along the
way. All of the courses introduced basic principles of
sustainable product design, including energy and mate-
rial conservation, recovery and reuse, disassembly,
waste minimization and toxic-risk reduction. 

Sustainable Product Studio
In the first sustainable design studio, students were
introduced to the basic principles of sustainable product
design and did team research on emerging green tech-
nologies and alternative power sources. The students

Kyle Robinson proposed a skating system that includes a custom fit boot made from bio-plastics and interchangeable base units to
accommodate in-line roller-blading, figure skating or hockey.
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Sustainable Design Course Cluster
The first two courses led me to conclude that the
immensely broad topic of sustainable design cannot be
adequately covered in a ten-week design studio. The
solution was to align with two other required courses,
“Materials and Processes” and “Theory of Industrial
Design.” The Materials and Processes instructor covered
sustainable materials and manufacturing processes and
required students to produce a life-cycle assessment of
the product they were designing in studio. The theory
class provided supplementary readings and discus-
sions of sustainable design issues. 

After analyzing the environmental impact of a typi-
cal washer and dryer, Beth Stevie designed an all-in-
one, front-loading unit that employs ultrasound technolo-
gy to clean clothes with less water, heat and detergent
and capitalizes on centrifuge and heat-exchanger tech-
nology to dry the clothes. Kyle Robinson designed a
skating system that has a single custom-fit boot with
interchangeable blades for figure skating or hockey and
in-line wheels for rollerblading.

Many students considered this immersion approach
to be a positive learning experience. One reported that
“everything came together that quarter” and that the
synergy created by the course alignment was the key.

GE Appliance Collaborative: Marketing
Potential of Sustainable Products
This time around, we decided that a real-world client
would greatly enhance the learning experience.  We
recruited designers from GE Appliance Division in near-
by Louisville, KY, to act as clients, mentors and critics.
We developed and presented students with a hypotheti-
cal scenario: 
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were given free reign to invent, and their results varied
widely.

Several projects focused on teaching children
about environmental issues. Brady Lang developed
“Earthtown,” an elaborate exhibit for a children’s muse-
um. Tone Branson invented a card game that involved
children in many aspects of the environmental struggle.
Sarah Graham designed a set of garden tools and a
book to teach kids about the joys of composting. 

Other students focused on how to use products to
address environmental problems. Tommy Lucas and
Dave Domanski, for example, combined Americans’
need for more exercise and the desire to minimize air
pollution with an alternative to power lawnmowers: a
recumbent riding mower based on simple bicycle and
push-mower technology.

Sustainable Product Systems
In the subsequent studio, the discussion was broad-
ened to include topics such as extended producer
responsibility, enhancing products with services and
alternative business models. The resulting projects were
more systems oriented and global in scope. 

Daniel Gelfman proposed major changes to an
urban package-delivery business to make the delivery
more energy efficient, less polluting and ultimately more
profitable. Jason Bartel proposed products revamping
the water distribution and collection system in a typical
home to facilitate gray-water capture and reuse. Todd
Troutman developed a simple, window-mounted, solar-
powered fan that keeps cars cooler when parked,
intended for use in developing countries. 



for a real client helped foster the belief that viable solu-
tions based on sustainable guidelines are not only possi-
ble, but also good business, and that sustainability goals
can drive innovation.

The Refugee Project
In light of the fact that the September 11 terrorist attacks
o c c u rred just before this course began, students and fac-
ulty felt that the course should concentrate on the social
aspects of sustainability. Thousands of people around the
world suffer deplorable conditions as refugees. Could we
as industrial designers employ our skills to improve the
lives of people in dire situations created by war or other
disasters? To help students understand the issues and
needs of refugees, we re c ruited a mentor from the
American Red Cross and adapted an advanced pro d u c t
studio sponsored by Procter and Gamble. 

Sustainability concepts proved very relevant to this
challenge. Solar power, doing more with less and risk
reduction are obvious realities in a situation in which
there is little or no supporting infrastructure. Students
were empowered to see sustainable design as a force
for improving the human condition. Projects from this
studio are featured online at www.designfortheworld.org.

Maintaining Enthusiasm
Students must be introduced to sustainable concepts and
their value, but mastering the skills involved is well beyond
the scope of a single course. The topic is complex. There
a re many new skills to learn, sensibilities to develop and
parameters to add to the design process. Complex evalu-
ation methods, such as life-cycle assessment techniques,
can be overwhelming and difficult understand and use.
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“It is 2010 and energy prices have skyrocketed.
General Electric has retained us to design a new line of
appliances based on energy efficiency and other sus-
tainable design criteria. We are to design a new brand
identity for that line with the specific intent to recapture
lost market share from offshore energy efficient competi-
tors. We are to develop a new brand name, logo, styling
cues and innovative new product. We will analyze all the
energy systems and redundancies in a typical urban
household to inspire new product ideas.“

All students developed new product proposals, but
some worked in teams while others completed the pro-
ject individually. One team addressed the kitchen, with
each team member taking the lead on a specific
aspect. Joe Sexton proposed refrigeration units that
employed new thermo-voltaic technology, eliminating
compressors and CFCs, and were configured as pullout
drawers that can cool or warm food. Meanwhile, Matt
Day redesigned the cook top and wall oven with super-
efficient halogen heating elements and thermo-voltaics
to recover heat energy as electricity to drive electronic
systems. Joe Kyde developed a deep sink basin that
also serves as a countertop dishwasher. Dennis
Heydorn developed a sink/faucet unit that heats water
on demand just below the faucet, eliminating the need
for a central hot-water heater. Philip Madden designed
an indoor composting system supported by municipal
recycling efforts. To add flexibility to the new appliance
proposals, Neal Mabee developed rolling cabinet units. 

The designers from GE were particularly impressed
by this team’s work, especially by the emerging tech-
nologies they discovered and applied to their designs.
Working on a simulated but believable business problem
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Under tight time constraints, this can lead to fru s t r a t i o n
and the erosion of student confidence. One of the chal-
lenges in teaching sustainable product design is maintain-
ing student morale and enthusiasm.

Students need an understanding of what questions
to ask, who has the answers and how best to communi-
cate with those various disciplines. To this end, we are
developing a series of courses comprised of an intro-
ductory seminar, two interdisciplinary studios and two
sustainable business courses, which combine students
from industrial design, business, engineering and envi-
ronmental science. We have dubbed this series the
EcoLabOrative and plan to offer it in the spring of 2003.

An Engine to Drive Innovation
We can design without guilt. Moving products off the
shelves can be a good thing if we design the right kind 
of product. If we understand clean production, eco-
responsible materials specification and life-cycle
assessment tools, and if we work within an interdiscipli-
nary community of sustainable design practice, we can
provide the leadership necessary to address future real-
ities. In the end, we can use sustainable design princi-
ples to drive innovation, increase profits and ultimately
reinvent our profession. 
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Scott Dallmeyer employed sustainable design principles in this portable shower unit for refugee camps and other disaster situations.
The recycled plastic side panels nest for easy shipping, and the rotationally molded reservoir units on the top and bottom are identi-
cal, requiring only one mold. Water is pumped a foot pump into upper tank for solar heating and gray water is retrieved in the lower
tank for later use.


